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AFRICA
There has been a huge surge of interest in African wildlife following 
the start of Sir David Attenborough’s phenomenal new BBC series.

Turn the page for a selection of the finest books on African wildlife 
photography available today, created by the amazing Van den Berg 

photographers under their HPH Publishing imprint.

HPH Publishing is represented by Kodansha Europe & distributed 
through Grantham Book Services.

Kodansha Europe
info@kodansha.eu / 020 8293 0111

Agents for HPH Publishing for the U.K. and 
Ireland, continental Europe, the Middle East, 

South and Southeast Asia.

http://www.wildlifephotobooks.com
http://www.granthambookservices.co.uk/book_ordering.html
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the finest african wildlife books
in the 3 key categories:

WILDLIFE - HOW TO PHOTOGRAPH1.
Built around stunning visual examples, Phototips shows amateur photographers 
the secrets of taking amazing wildlife shots in a wide variety of scenarios.

WILDLIFE - THREE STUNNING COLLECTIONS2.
Shades of Nature, Kruger and Land of Contrast offer the finest examples of 
nature & wildlife photography for the discerning collector.

WILDLIFE - POCKET SAFARI GUIDES3.
Game Drive and Greater Kruger: essential for the visiting wildlife enthusiast: 
when & where to go, what to take with you, how to find the animals and how 
best to take the pictures...

Tap or click on the image  
to see the books

Tap or click the round 
buttons to return to 
this page

http://www.kodansha.eu
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phototips
principles of nature photography

volume 1

van den berg

A GUIDE TO NATURE & WILDLIFE PHOTOGRAPHY WITH 
A BIG DIFFERENCE: keeping technical data to the required minimum in this digital age, 
the multiple award-winning Van den Berg team offers their wide experience to both beginner and pro 
through visual example. Their stunning results are explained in few words with little fuss.

see sample pages...

BOOK SPECIFICATIONS:
215 x 215 mm; softcover flexi, gate-folded cover
144 pages, all-colour; 170 gsm art paper

ISBN: 978-06-2050-748-6
BIC: AJG

THE VAN DEN BERGS:
Heinrich, Phillip & Ingrid van den Berg are an interna-
tional award-winning team of nature photographers 
whose work has been published throughout the world 
in a variety of media, including New York Times, Terra 
Sauvage, National Geographic, GEO... Heinrich be-
gan publishing their work in 2001, and the full portfolio 
can be seen at www.wildlifephotobooks.com.

£18.99
PB Flexi
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DOUBLE SPREADS   ...CONTENTS
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   ...SLR CAMERA

Iconic image > intro to the digital SLR > Beginner Tip > Camera Tip > How to Take a Similar Image
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   ...SHUTTER SPEED

Iconic image > intro to Shutter Speed > Hand-Held Rule of Thumb > Beginner Tip > How to Take a 
Similar Image
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   ...SIDE LIGHTING

Iconic image > key to good side-lighting > Composition Tip > How to Take a Similar Image
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   ...FREEZING RAPID MOTION

Iconic image > intro to hi-speed photography > Beginner Tip > Pro Tip > How to Take a Similar Image
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DUO-TONE PERFECTION

see sample pages...

BOOK SPECIFICATIONS:
344 x 273 mm; deluxe hardcover; french-folded dust jacket
136 pages, all duotone; 143 photos; 200 gsm art paper

ISBN: 978-06-2046-310-2
BIC: WTH AJR WNC 1HFMS

AN AWARD-WINNING BOOK:
In every way, this book is a fresh and daring perspective 
on the natural world and those that live in it. By removing 
colour from the visual element, the viewer is encouraged 
to interact directly with each image on a subjective level 
and to take from it a uniquely personal experience. The text 
is in caption format, and helps create a multilayered work 
that hints at both poetry and philosophy. Through Van den 
Berg’s carefully distilled thoughts, readers are enticed to think 
beyond the obvious and explore a wide canvas of ideas 
epitomised in nature. “Shades Of Nature” dismisses all pre-
conceptions of what classic wildlife photography should be, 
and how it should be presented to the world. It effortlessly 
defies the norm, to demonstrate that mood and movement, 
energy and emotion, are the true essences of this craft. 
Depth of experience rests on art, not colour.

£37
Deluxe HB
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ANIMAL PARADISE

see sample pages...

BOOK SPECIFICATIONS:
328 x 250 mm; flexibound softcover; french-folded jacket
164 pages, all colour; 144 photos; 170 gsm art paper

ISBN: 978-06-2050-010-4
BIC: AJR WNC RNKH 1HFMS

THE WORLD’S GREAT ECO-PROJECT:
Kruger National Park was founded in 1926 in response to the 
rampant hunting that was decimating Southern Africa’s richest 
treasure: its wildlife. Covering more than 2.3 million hectares, this 
wonderful wilderness is now a safe home for a myriad species and 
receives 1.4 million visitors annually from all parts of the world. This 
vivid book reveals the true majesty of the hugely varied fauna of 
this unique conservation area through the astonishing photography 
of the Van den Bergs, who live their lives for their art. Only those 
who are an intimate part of the wilderness, possessed of an intui-
tive knowledge and understanding of it, can achieve the level of 
perfection found between these covers. Theirs is the standard by 
which all nature and wildlife photography is judged.
The book is divided into 3 principal parts: The first is the largest, 
and presents an overview of the ‘web of life’ that is found within 
Kruger, illustrating the inimitable birds, reptiles, mammals and insects 
found there. The second part presents 45 key species in detail: im-
ages, descriptions of life and habitat, full scientific data, illustration 
of spoor. The final part offers practical guidelines on taking wildlife 
photographs, where & when to look for the different creatures, 
maps and index.

£25
Flexi PB
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THE VIVID
DIVERSITY OF 
SOUTHERN
AFRICA IN 
LANDSCAPE 
FORMAT

see 
sample 
double 
spreads...

BOOK SPECIFICATIONS:
265 x 338 mm; deluxe hardcover; 
french-folded dust jacket
176 pages, 137 colour photos, 10 maps; 
170 gsm art paper

ISBN: 978-06-2053-815-2
BIC: AJR RNKH WNW 1HFM

A BEAUTIFUL BOOK REVEALING & EXPLAINING NATURE’S ASTONISHING VARIETY IN SOUTHERN AFRICA:
The coastal plains, grassy wetlands, sub-tropical and temperate forests of Mozambique extend down into the coastal forests of NE South Africa. Savanna extends 
into Zimbabwe and South Africa, Botswana and parts of Namibia, characterised by thorn trees and broadleaved woodland interspersed with grassland. 
The central highveld plateau and eastern mountain ranges are covered by true grassland. The landscape becomes drier moving to the west until it eventually 
becomes true desert in Namibia. South of the Namib desert, the Karoo scrub landscape dominates. This vegetation changes into succulent vegetation and eventu-
ally, at the tip of Africa, the unique Fynbos prevails. Each of these ‘biomes’ determines the vegetation and ultimately the fauna. Life on land is influenced by the 
availability of fresh water: rivers and wetlands form an intrinsic part of each biome. The introduction to each chapter is a short summary of the main factors that 
determinethe nature of each biome. Then come the amazing images characterising the nature and wildlife in each biome, 
followed by text by biological scientist Ingrid van den Berg, with a complete list of thumbnails & captions.

£39
Deluxe HB
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get the most out of 
your safari trip

see sample pages...

BOOK SPECIFICATIONS:
168 x 124 mm; pocket hardcover, matt laminated
160 pages, all colour; 126 photos; 130 gsm art paper

ISBN: 978-06-2040-144-9
BIC: WTH AJR WNC 1HFMS

THE IDEAL FULL-COLOUR VISUAL GUIDE TO KNOWING ALL 
YOU NEED TO FIND AND PHOTOGRAPH YOUR qUARRY...

• The perfect aid to spotting, identifying and recording the wildlife 
likely to be encountered on safari in the eastern bushveld game 
reserves and wilderness of southern Africa.
• The bushveld is home to 200+ mammal species, 500 bird species 
and a wealth of reptiles, amphibians, fish and invertebrates.
• Adjacent to a full-page colour photograph of each animal is its 
name in English, Latin, Afrikaans, German, French and Zulu. Full 
description of habitat, characteristics and features follows, then 
statistics, including when active, height, mass, social structure, horn 
size (or other distinguishing feature), gestation and life-expectancy.
• Includes spoor (tracks), spotting, quick-find guide and animal index.
• The book’s paper quality, printing, binding and presentation are of 
the highest order.
• Unique, at a bargain price and complements any guide book.

£8.99
Pocket HB
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THE MOST VISITED 
PARK IN AFRICA

see sample pages...

BOOK SPECIFICATIONS:
168 x 124 mm; pocket hardcover, matt laminated
176 pages, all colour; 128 photos; 130 gsm art paper

ISBN: 978-06-2043-698-4
BIC: WNC WTH AJR 1HFMS

A STUNNING INTRODUCTION TO THE WORLD’S
GREATEST CONSERVATION PROJECT...

• In 7 sections, the book begins with general information about 
this gigantic park, before turning to the rich diversity of wildlife and 
an examination of how the park has matured since its foundation 
in 1926 and its continuing trans-frontier growth. It also appraises 
human interaction through the nurturing and medical programmes 
for the wildlife, and ends with the diversity within the park and its 
overall importance to mankind.
• Richly illustrated in colour throughout, the book offers an un-
matched visual experience.
• The book’s paper quality, printing, binding and presentation are 
of the highest order.
• Focuses on the importance of wildlife and nature to us all, and 
how crucial it is to conserve and nurture the unique environments 
we are priviliged to have on our planet.

£8.99
Pocket HB
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